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Abstract: 

1

Vogue

1 Milena Pavlovic 

Barilli La Moda Nella Stanza Di Un’Artista
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On the Very Edge: 

Modernism and Modernity in the Arts and 

Architecture of Interwar Serbia 1918 – 1941 

most representative portraits of the artist 

recently this photograph has not been 

2

-
st

once considered ephemeral or deca-

-

mentary application in 18393

did not prevent Barilli to incorporate 

Old Serbian Photography

4

One Study of High Fashion and High Art

Barilli EX POST

On Photography

-

Rudolph Valentino as The Sheik

-

-

 

Vogue’s

-

tion given to the place of photography in 

vehicle of modernist taste in its pop 

6 If this 

-
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-

sional sensibilities indeed corresponded 

her fashion and photography related 

alongside fashion have set the basis for 

-

-

Milena 

7 Milena 

The Fashion Reader

Fashion in Painting 

Vogue and Harper’s Bazaar

7 Vogue 

-

ence photographers including Edward Steichen, 

George Hoyningen-Huene, Lee Miller, and Horst 

P. Horst incorporated the techniques of Surre-

alism in the creation of images which abstracted 

and fetishized the surfaces of fashionable life. 

Their work offered a luminous framework through 

which the reader might negotiate a more complex 

relationship between clothing, identity, image, 

and desire than that allowed by the more literal 

registers of the descriptive fashion plate.8

-

her engagement in Vogue

of Vogue

Vogue created in 

-

Vogue



Before permanently relocating to Paris in 

-

interested by the inspiring force of the 

shapes and lines of the clothes than by 

-

9

-

role of the fashion photographer became 

the details of the clothing and more on 
10

for Maison Barilli: Belgrade / New York 

 Art Deco Fashion

Distinction. A Century of Fashion Photography



exhibit11

created in 1932 and titled “Vionnet” 

Dress

and fashionable contemporary designs of 

-

1931 photograph of the model Sonia 

-

-

12

11

One Study of High Fashion and High Art

The Fashion Book

Fashion: The Ultimate Book of Costume and Style

14

Ibid

of the 1930s from the drapery and perfect 

13 

-

-

incorporated the aesthetics of fashion 

 vice 

versa

 adding 

a certain dose of incompleteness and 

-



the repertoire of fashion photography and 

The visual culture and aesthetics found in 

Hoyningen-Huene and Horst’s fashion and 

society photographs and works of other visual, 

non details, either in the sense of iconographic 

repertoire or in the sense of fashion accesso-

ries, taken over or developed from Surrealism; 

from Art Deco, “return to order” and the revival 

of Antiquity; from “magic realism” and echoes of 

de Chirico’s metaphysics. This rich repertoire is 

characterized by replicas of antique sculptures, 

fantasies and fantastical details, compositions, 

and spatial illusions; Antiquity and Renaissance 

utilized…16

rapidly absorbed into high fashion in the 
17 As fashion had been considered 

on the scale of Serbian academia and art 

op.cit.

17 op.cit.,

La Moda Nella Stanza di un’Artista
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 a Harper’s Bazaar and Vogue’s -

-

Vogue’s st

evening dress designed by Nettie Rosen-

Long Sleeves Go South

18 

Long Sleeves go 

South Vogue

the company Enka Rayon

-

in Vogue

contrasted the model to a monochromatic 

What is interesting is that Rosenstein 



Odalisque

-

blance is evident on the plan of motifs as 

-

same motif represented by Barilli on the 

May cover of Town and Country

Town and Country

-

tion The Bath of Venus

repeat on the aforementioned Town and 

Country’s -

tions for Textron Lingerie Cool 

as Pool – Smooth as Lilly Today…

Little Pink Angel Dressed in Lace

Vogu

19

20 

PRO FUTURO

Ibid.



The Bath of Venus

vice versus

Vogue from April 

1st

Vogue

iconic fashion photographs of the time by 

Vogue in 

21 Barilli seemed to 

-

The Bath of Venus

, Toni Frissel: Photographs 1933-

1967
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Blue Wedding Dress Model

cover of Vogue’s April 1st

th

Blue Wedding 

Dress Model

in the domain of a certain meta-histor-

complex activity in the USA and the relation 

content of Vogue’s 

Jacqueline Kennedy: The White House Years, 

-

Washington Times Herald

Vogue’s

occasion of the exhibition Jacqueline 

Kennedy: The White House Years held at 

-

-
22 Milena 

-
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Vog
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